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The Big Book of Terrific Teaching Ideas: For Jewish Supplementary Schools, Day Schools, Youth Groups, Camps, and Retreats. Distinguished educator Shirley Barish, author of the popular The Big Book of Terrific Teaching Ideas, now offers a new resource for Jewish educators with The Big Book Of Terrific Teaching Ideas: For Jewish Supplementary. This comprehensive guide is packed with innovative teaching ideas, strategies, and activities specifically tailored for Jewish Supplementary Schools, Day Schools, Youth Groups, Camps, and Retreats. Whether you're teaching in a traditional Jewish Supplementary setting or a more informal camp setting, this book is packed with practical, hands-on tools to engage and inspire students of all ages. The Big Book Of Terrific Teaching Ideas: For Jewish Supplementary Schools, Day Schools, Youth Groups, Camps, and Retreats is an invaluable resource for educators seeking to create dynamic, meaningful learning experiences for their students.
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